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Volume 80, Issue 52

Authors claim BG not gay-friendly
Guide states University offers poor living environment for homosexuals
By Melissa Llpowskl
The BG News
An unfavorable light has been
shed on the University environment as well as the Bowling
Green community.
According to the information
published in "The Gay, Lesbian
and Bisexual Student Guide to
Colleges, Universities and Graduate Schools," the University
offers a poor living environment
for homosexual students.
As one of over 200 institutions
listed in the guide, the University
is said to be lacking a committee
on gay, lesbian and bisexual issues as well and a statement concerning sexual orientation is not
included in the affirmative action statement.
In addition, students from the
University surveyed by the guide

said they believe that homophobia is a serious problem on campus in the forms of hate mail and
harassment.
According to Carolyn Conrad,
adviser to LAGA, the book gives
an accurate depiction of the University and of Bowling Green.
"There is really a low sense of
community among the homosexual population of the University,"
Conrad said. "There are not
many events that can bring homosexual students on campus
together. They can't go to the
coffee houses and going to the
bars is much too dangerous.
After those places are taken
away, where else can they turn?"
Although the University is relatively gay-friendly in terms of
the police force and prefessors,
Bowling Green is a rather conservative community LAGA

Committee defines
next BG president9 s
necessary qualities
By Lawrence Hannan
The BG News
The University Presidential
Search Committee has continued
its quest for the new University
president by releasing a statement defining what qualities
they will be
looking for in
the next president.
Committee
Chairwoman C.
Ellen Connally
had previously
said the University was accepting applications from
anyone who wanted to apply. The
information in the statement
narrowed the focus but still left
the job open to many people in
the field of education.

"We are interested in candidates who have records of successful leadership, who are dedicated to the pursuit of excellence
in education and who are fully
committed to the University's affirmative action goals and objectives," she said.
The newest statement lists
several ideal qualifications that
any serious candidate for the
University presidency must
meet.
They include a distinguished
record of achievement, either in
academics or in the candidate's
chosen field. In addition, applicants must have outstanding personal characteristics including
integrity and exemplary moral
value, as well as proven leadership capacity demonstrated in
complex or challenging situations.
See COMMITTEE, page three.

Commissioner debate
focuses on economy
By Cynthia Kent
The BG News
In a Wednesday afternoon debate all three Wood County
Commissioner candidates said
the most important issue in the
race is economic growth.
Incumbent Republican candidate Robert Latta said economic
development for Wood County is
important to ensure the county's
children jobs in the future.
"We have great schools in
Wood County," Latta said. "Wood
County has a great quality of life
and we want our children to know
they can find business opportunity in Wood County."
Latta also emphasized the importance of working with other
communities on projects to
strengthen community relations.
"We need to interact with other
communities through regional-

INSIDE

Candidates debate
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Wood County Commissioner candidates said
they considered
economic growth an
important issue.
They also believed
security for the Wood
County Court House
must be improved.
Three candidates are
running for the county
commissioner position.

President Todd Shawler said. "In
terms of students, this campus is
as diverse as anywhere," Shawler said.
The majority of University
students are not negative, they
are just unaware, Conrad said.
Contrary to what the guide
portrays, there are services
available for students who are
homosexual and for those who
are curious, Conrad said.
The Counseling Center, the
LINK and the LAGA line, a hotline that answers calls from students on an anonymous basis
from 7-10 p.m. Monday, Wednesday and Friday, effectively address sexual identity issues, Conrad said.
There has also been a widespread campus movement to
combat homophobia, she said.
"People are beginning to open

up," Conrad said. "There is a lot
of education going on in the residence halls and living units as
well as in the classrooms. Mem-

lion is out there."
Despite the efforts of many
campus organizations to makechanges in the atmosphere,
Shawler said that he would not
recommend the University to
other homosexual students.

right now, I definitely think there
are more gay-friendly places,'
Shawler said.
Conrad, however, said that she
would recommend the University, but with reservation.
"Homosexual students have to
be aware of what they are going
to face once they get here," Conrad said. "For students who come
from large cities, where the homosexual population is highly
visible, Bowling Green will definitely be a shock."
Homosexual students need to
have the right channels of information to succeed at the University, Conrad said. Without them,
the campus will not meet their
Todd Shawler needs. As with any institution,
college is what students make of
LAGA president
it, Conrad said.
"College is whatever you make
"Through education and politi- it to be whether you are gay or
cal action, the University has the straight," she said. "Your expepotential of becoming a gayfriendly environment, but as of
See GUIDE, page four.

"Through education and political action, the
University has the potential of becoming a
gay-friendly environment, but as of right
now, I definitely think there are more
gay-friendly places."

bers of LAGA often go into the
classrooms and have panel dis
cussions with students to promote education, so the informa-

Polish leader describes economy
Politician
lectures
on bi-polar
structure
By Nicole Pankuch
The BG News
A little bit of history was
brought to the University last
night as Polish Solidarity
leader Jacik Kuron lectured
about politics in Poland.
Kuron spoke to the University community in 129 Overman
Hall about politics and the
economy in Poland and in the
world. Since Kuron does not
speak English, Josef Blass,
math professor, who is from
Poland, translated for him.
"The economic crisis is of
general nature. Not just in Poland, but in the world," Kuron
said.
Kuron emphasized the fact
that since the destruction of
the bi-polar system, the fall of
the economic and political
state of the world is inevitable.
"It might appear that the Soviet Union's fall strengthened
the United States, however, .
that fall will take the United
States with it," Kuron said.
Kuron cited the example of
the war in Bosnia as a way of
the two poles - one of democracy, the other of communism
- are fighting each other.
"[In the Bosnia war], no one
can win or lose anything so the
conflict keeps going on,"
Kuron said.
In real life, Kuron stated that
no one should expect the
breakdown of the the bl-polar
system will produce an ideal
world.
Tk« BG Nf wi/Sltven Garatr
"Small wars fought by
different political groups
Polish solidarity leader, Jacik Kuron, speaks to a full house Wednesday night In Overman Hall.
might be more dangerous than
"The economic crisis Is of a general nature. Not just in Poland - but In the world," Kuron said.
one big global war fought by
curity to look for freedom," flicts once and for all because
two huge superpowers," Kuron thing for its people diminished
Kuron said.
the sense of freedom the peothere is no paradise on Earth,"
said.
What the world seeks in the Kuron said.
Since the fall of Communism ple in Poland wanted.
search for unity will never be
"Those in Poland who lost
in Poland, Kuron stressed the
found, Kuron said.
fact that the lack of security of their sense of security do not
See KURON, page three.
"We'll never solve any cona government providing every- feel free because they need se-
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EDITORIAL
Matt Fair explains why he is
a Democrat.
w Page 2.

> CAMPUS
B.A. Snack Cart offers
students a variety of food and
drink.
«r Page 4.

SPORTS
The Bowling Green volleyball
team defeated Toledo at Anderson
Arena Wednesday night.
•r Page 6.

WEATHER
Partly cloudy throughout the
day with a high near65.
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County incumbents
deserve return trip
I t's almost voting day, so as people choose state
and national candidates to represent them, they
should also keep in mind the importance of voting for
local candidates, such as Wood County auditor and
Wood County commissioner.
There are three candidates for county commissioner - incumbant Republican candidate Robert
Latta, Democratic candidate Susan Wynn and independent candidate Frank Tokes. All agree that
stronger intercommunity relations need to be established to promote economic growth.
Latta said Bowling Green can save money by doing
projects with other communities. He also said we
need to ensure the community's children will have
jobs in the future.
Wynn said she is interested in improving education. She is a 1965 graduate of the University and was
a teacher and guidance counselor for Bowling Green
City Schools. She said her knowledge of the educational system has given education priority status in
her campaign.
Stokes said he will do all he can to promote economic growth in the county.
The News believes Latta would be the best choice
for county commissioner. He has the experience in
politics that Wynn and Stokes lack. He also has had
experience with group projects. For example, he
worked with Perrysburg on an electrical project and
saved $30,000 in taxes.
Both candidates for county auditor are campaigning based on their experience in various areas. The
Democratic candidate for county auditor, Chuck
Bailey, has worked in business for 32 vears.
Bailey said he has developed relationships with
people in political offices of small and large towns.
He said he believes he understands the needs of a
smaller community.
The Republican candidate, incumbant Mike Sibberson, is also basing his campaign platform on his
experience. Sibberson has worked with local
government for 17 years, developing contacts with
school board members, administrators and municipal courts.
The News believes Mike Sibberson would make a
better county auditor. He has the experience and
connections with the local government to get things
accomplished.
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Lessons learned from family life
It Is that scary Ume of the
season again, and no, I do not
mean Halloween. Yes - I am referring to Nov. 8, election day,
which is quickly approaching us.
It is a reprieve for all of us because once that day arrives it
means no more political ads that
must be be tolerated by the general public and a little bit of a respite for all of us politicos.
However, this upcoming election
is going to have a little more
meaning than the usual mid-term
one.
Generally, a mid-term election,
one that takes place half way
through a presidential term, is an
indication of how the big man in
the White House is doing.
Now anyone who has listened
to any media outlet knows that
this is going to be a dark Tuesday
for the Democratic Party. We
might not only lose a majority in
the Senate, but we might also lose
the majority in the State House
of Representatives.
Being not only a card-carrying
member of the Democratic
party, but an officer in the State
of Ohio Democratic Party, I have
had the privilege of working with
a lot of people.
From Capitol Hill staffers to
State House aides to county
chairpersons - I have worked
with them all. I thought that I
was pretty solid in my beliefs,
but if you are constantly being
bombarded by reasons why you're wrong you start to believe it.
So I started questioning my faith
in the party as one would question there faith in Jesus.

Fair

but I like to share with you the time making fun of my brother. I
was so enraged that if I did not
most important one.
I had a brother named Patrick. have to keep on eye on Patrick I
He died when I was in High would of gone over and done
School. Patrick was a very spe- something about it. However, my
cial child because he was menta- mother came out of the store and
lly retarded and needed a lot of we went on with our lives.
Looking back on it, I wish I
attention from my parents. Even
though Patrick was not going to would have been more brave and
have the same kind of life that said something about it. I wish I
any of us have, he taught me could have said something any
more than anyone ever has or time someone makes fun of
someone less fortunate than him
ever will in my life.
The special thing about all or her. That is why I am working
mentally handicapped people is with the Democratic party. I betheir unrestrained love of others. lieve that the core of the demoMy brother had an undying loy- cratic philosophy is to protect
alty to me. Even when I had run- and help those that cannot othins with the law, my brother still erwise do so.
It is our duty as Americans to
thought of me as Innocent. They
see that everyone gets a fair
will always be there for you.

Why have I chose to devote my
life to the Democratic party?
Well, the obvious reason was that
the boys in Columbus and in
Washington throw a hell of a
party and all of my contacts
within the party have been positive.
However, it goes deeper than
that. Don't worry this is not going
to be one last ditch effort to convince you to vote for Joel Hyatt
or any other candidate. I know
things don't look good out there
There is one occasion I reand most of you have made of member that really encapsulates
your minds of who to vote for if, what I am trying to get across to
in fact, you are going to vote. So, you. My mother, brother and I
stay with me and don't go to the went to the mall one day. At the
classifieds yet.
time I think I was 14 or 15 and my
Most of us get our political in- brother was in a wheel chair. My
clination from our families, and mother went into a store and I
my case is no exception. Our par- didn't want to go, so Patrick and I
ents try to teach us certain va- sat outside of the store. We sat
lues and for the most part they there and played around and had
stay with us in every situation in- fun, until I noticed something.
cluding the ballot box. My family
Across the way was a group of
has a lot to do with why I am do- teen-agers mocking the way my
ing the things that I am doing to- brother acted. There were about
day. I have many stories to tell, six of them just having a good old

"I believe that the core of the democratic
philosophy is to protect and help those that
cannot otherwise do so."
chance at being happy. I believe
that through the Democratic
party I can have the chance to
improve as many lives as possible. Not for me, but for my family. We tend to forget sometimes
that we are our families hopes
and dreams.
So for my mother, for my
father and for my brother I want
to make this country a place we
can believe in.
Matt Fair is a weekly columnist
for The News.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
of one of the main reasons why
their son choose to attend the
University - the people.
MAC.
We thank you for being a part
of a fond memory to our seniors,
for being a part of history, for
This is an open letter to all Fal- bringing a smile to the faces of
con soccer fans:
our parents and for contributing
On behalf of our student- to the future of our program.
athletes and staff, we would like
Go Falcons!
to take this opportunity to express our sincere appreciation to
Gary Palm isano
all of the fans in attendence this
Head Soccer Coach
past Sunday for our match
against Michigan State, as well as
Mai Mahler
their support of Falcon soccer
Assistant Soccer Coach
throughout the season.
Your support this past Sunday
played a far greater role than you
may be aware for this was a very
special day In more ways than
one.
For our three seniors (Tim I find It quite interesting and
Concannon, Frank Frostino and sad that our athletic directors
Dan Traver) It was one last op- were not concerned with Title IX
portunity to showcase their tal- - the 1972 amendment to the Civents for the student body, friends il Rights Act that forbids gender
and family; for Falcon soccer it discrimination in educational Inwas only the third time In the stitutions that receive federal
30-year history of the program funds ("University's plan for
that we have gone undefeated at equity in athletics may lack
home; for our players' parents, funds,'The New* Oct. 18).
they were once again reminded
Our new athletic director

Soccer fans make
all the difference

Gender equity issue
result of no planning

stated that data from a study
conducted one year ago recognizes money is the issue.
Just think:
If Title IX was recognized as
an important issue 22 years ago
there would be no such issue.
If only the athletic administrators concentrated on being futuristic enterprisers and not so
much on football attendence.
If $200 a month were invested
from 1972 to present over
$60,000 would be available for
compliance.
A law is to be adhered to, to be
concerned with, and to be implemented.
In 1994, there is no excuse for
the gender inequity at any school
- particularly this University.
Dolores Black
Professor Emeritus
School of HPER

Deju Vu advertisement
has no place in paper
First, I would like to thank you
on the behalf of the NTSA for the
coverage that The News has given the organization this year.

However, we feel that the
headline on Oct. 27 is misleading,
in that it appears we have difficulty with the University as a
whole.
This is not the case, as stated
by the first sentence of the article.
Secondly, it is the opinion of
the majority of the members of
the NTSA that the Deja Vu advertisement has no place in The
News.
Women are exploited enough
and there is no need to further
exploit women in the student
paper.
Plus this, The News could have
shown more respect to Army
ROTC and placed the Deja Vu
advertisement elsewhere Instead
of next to the Army ROTC ad.
The ad's placement degrades
the ROTC program and those involved in ROTC This isn't the
Vietnam era and the Army has
improved considerably over the
past 25 years with higher standards and quality personnel who
deserve to be respected.
Charles C. Pal ton
Vice President
NTSA

/ Headlines
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THEY
SAID IT
"He touched my hand, he touched my
hand! He touched my hair!"
A young South Central Los Angeles woman's
reaction to Prince Charles

Thunder strike

Minister found guilty

ton, 69; his unarmed bodyguard,
James H. Barrett, 74; and Barrett's wife, June, 68, as the three
PENSACOLA, Fla. (AP) A
arrived at the Ladies Center
former minister was convicted of abortion clinic.
murder Wednesday in the shotgun slayings of an abortion doctor and his bodyguard.
The jury deliberated just 20
ROSELAWN, Ind. - After the
minutes before finding Paul Hill,
doomed commuter plane flew in a
40, guilty. He could receive
holding pattern for 32 minutes,
either life in prison or death in
then descended to 8,000 feet in
the electric chair.
rough weather, air traffic conAfter being barred by the
judge from arguing that the slay- trollers asked it to hold for anings were justifiable homicide to other 10 minutes.
save the lives of fetuses. Hill, act
ing as his own lawyer, put up no
defense. He asked no questions

Crash investigated

A pilot acknowledged the
request with a "Thank you."
Those were the last words controllers heard from the crew,
federal officials said Tuesday.
Three minutes later, American
Eagle Flight 4184 disappeared
from radar screens. All 68 people
aboard were killed Monday when
the plane slammed into a muddy
soybean field during a driving
rainstorm.

The jury will return for the
penalty phase on Thursday.
Hill was also convicted of attempted murder for wounding a
second volunteer escorting the
doctor during the attack July 29.
Hill, wielding a 12-gauge shotgun, ambushed Dr. John B. Brit-

COMMITTEE

DEBATE
Continued from page one.

Continued from page one.

Connally also said people interested in the presidency had
begun to apply.
"It's still early in the process
but we've had several qualified
people express interest in the position," she said.
The first phase of the application process is confidential. As a
result Connally declined to give
the names of the people who have
applied.
The committee also recently
spoke to current University
President Paul Olscamp and current Miami University President
Paul Kisser, who addressed the
role of a university president,
she said.
The two men shared their
views of what leadership qualities the committee should seek in
the next University president.
"We wanted to get some the
perspectives of some people who
could speak authoritively about
the position of university president," Connally said. "Our conversations were extremely valuable in helping the committee
focus on the kinds of questions
and issues that [the University's]
next president must be prepared
to address."
Conally also said several members of the search committee
were planning to release, with
her approval, a newsletter detailing how the presidential search is
going. She said it would be
released at the University early
next week.

ism," Latta said. "We worked
with Perrysburg on an electical
project and saved $30,000 in
taxes."
The democratic candidate Susan Wynn also said the citizens
need to focus on economic
growth within the community to
keep the children in the county.
"We must have representation
from all aspects and areas of the

EXTRA.!
EXTRA.!

7 years ago

AP Phota/c;uoiavo Ferrari

A crew member works on one of eight A-10 Thunderbolt attack
planes which new Into Kuwait Wednesday, as part of a squadron
county because we can benefit
from everyone through committees and representation," Wynn
said.
A 1965 graduate from the University, Wynn was a teacher and
guidance counselor for Bowling
Green City Schools. She said her
knowledge of the educational
system has given education
priorty status in her campaign.
"With the emphasis on education to become the No. 1 priority
for our governer, it will be
critical to have someone who has

In The News
Nitrates have been found in high levels
in Bowling Green's surface water and
the local water treatement plant cannot
catch them, said Gary Silverman.
director of Environmental Health at
the University.

As a student, Bruce understands
the need for equity in education.
As a legislator, Bruce will fight
hard to ensure educational
opportunities for all Ohioans.
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Ohio National Guard

Display in Student
Union Entrance;
310CT-4NOV
or call SFC Jack
Gleason
at 353-4916

Large 14"
Pizza
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Pizza
Cheeses &
One Topping

'
■

83.99 ;
Not Valid
W/ Other
Offers
Expires 11-30-94

Kuron attended college in
Poland during the 1950s when
communism was M its height.
He studied psychology, sociology and political science.
"There was no discipline, no
order and no professors because everyone had opposing
viewpoints on communism, and
those who spoke their minds
were fired," Kuron said. During his years in college, Kuron
was known as a "hippie" and
thrown out once for his objection to communism.
Kuron's lecture was wellreceived by its audience, which
was made up of mostly students.

On November 8,
Remember to
VOTE
PURDY for
Representative

The Canoe Shop

1^354-2433

One Weekend/Month

Continued from page one.

for State Representative

^ 6161 E. Wooster

Atil> Fees P«MI>

Don't procrastinate,
get your study on
this weekend!

KURON

PURDY

Change your hairstyle for a
more business-like look....
IT COULD HELP!
Call 372-2343 before Friday
to sign up for a FREE
business makeover.

60% Tuition

Wynn said security is "imperative" and we must look at other
counties and see how they are
handling their security problems.
"You never know where the
crime is," Wynn said. "We need
to be ready."
Tokes said employing topnotch sheriffs will increase security at the court house.
"How many murders happen in
front of police officers?" Tokes
said.
"We need to have metal detectors and require employees
and visitors wear Identification."

Bruce

LOOKING FOR A JOB?

Limited number available

had experience in the field of education," Wynn said.
The independent candidate
Frank Tokes said Wood County
must form teams with other
communities in order to gain
maximum economic growth for
the communty.
"[If elected] economic growth
will continue," Tokes said. "And
we will support anything that
creates jobs."
All three of the candidates said
security for the Wood County
Court House must be improved
to protect the employees inside.
Latta said he has already
formed three commitees to discuss areas of security that must
improved for the court house.
"At the end of November the
committees will meet again and
discuss what needs to be done,"
Latta said.

promised by the Pentagon to kelp protect the emirate from any
Iraqi threat

|
■
1

MU

Thursday
19 & Over

Black Swamp Outfitters
140 South River Road • Waterville, Ohio 43566

878-3700
Store Hours: Mon.-Thurs.
Fri.-Sun.

10-7
10-6

YOUR ONE STOP SHOP FOR:
Back Packing • Hiking • Camping
Canoeing • X-C Skiing • Kayaking

10% oil any non-sale
item with BGSU I.D.

Campus
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Satellite food unit
proves successful
Snack cart in B. A.
gives passers-by
convenient snacks,
drinks, sandwiches
By Heather Cvengros
The BC News
Students in the mood for a
quick snack can grab a bite to eat
before class without having to
walk across campus.
At the beginning of the semester, the Commons Dining Hall
and Food Operations established
the B.A. Express snack cart.
The idea was to provide students and faculty with a convenient and quick way to grab
snacks, according to Lesa
Herbst, an employee at the B.A.
Express.
"Food Operations saw the need
to have snacks available for students so they wouldn't have to
walk to the University Union,"
Herbst said.
The B.A Express is located in
the Business Administration
Building and is open from 8 a.m.
until 1:30 p.m.
It sells everything from bagels
and sandwiches to snacks such as
cookies and crackers. Beverages
include soft drinks, juices, coffee
and tea.

Researchers
investigate
students who
drink, drive

Decisions

"It's very convenient. There
are more selections that you
can't get from a regular vending

By Jay Young
The BG News

machine, like sandwiches," said
Andrea Si 1 vis, a senior.
The sru.ck cart was established
in the BA Building because it is
crowded with students and faculty. "We chose the [Business Administration] Building because
there is a high amount of traffic,"
said Perry Franketti, food service manager of Food Operations. "Lots of students and faculty do not have a chance to leave
the building to grab a quick
snack."
The cart seems to be popular
with students and there is a demand for more food, Franketti
said.
This year will serve as a trial
run for the snack cart and could
continue next year depending on
its success, he said.
"If it continues to be successful, we would like to expand the
hours and expand to more buildings," Franketti said.
While students cannot use their
Quantum 90 meal cards, prices
are fairly reasonable, Herbst
said.
However, one University student disagrees.
"I think the prices are high but
sometimes it's worth it for the
convenience," said Jennifer
Morris, a senior.

Drinking alcohol at least four
times a month and having access
to a car are prerequisites for a
study being conducted by a University psychology professor.
Harold Rosenberg, professor
of psychology, and graduate student Dale Kulick are researching
the thought process in a situation
where a person has been drinking and has the opportunity to
drive. They plan on interviewing
30-40 undergraduate students
from the University by the end of
the year.
"Drunk driving is a legal problem, it's an economic problem. It
also seemed to me that there
were psychological issues involved," Rosenberg said. "The
study is designed to look at, to
help understand and to investigate how normal, everyday
college students cope with situations where they have an opportunity to drive after drinking."

PORTRAIT OF AN "A" STUDENT.

The BG Nt» s/Ron Wellmcr

Second-year marriage and family counseling major Sandra Morrisey (left) and third-year pre-art
therapy major Amy Sherry peruse the artwork offerings in the Union Oval Wednesday afternoon. The
UAO-sponsored art sale will run through this afternoon.
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GUIDE
Continued from page one.

WHY CHUCK BAILEY?
REASON

#

It

6

■ Stands for Cooperation - Not
Conflict in Dealing Efficiently with
numerous Officials, Agencies,
Departments and Units of Local
Government with whom the
Auditor's Office Works.

BAILEY MEANS BUSINESS"

BHILEVl

WOOD COUNTY AUDITOR

rience can be really bad or really
good, but it just depends on how
you use the available resources.
Homosexual students at the University have to remember that
there is help out there."
According to the authors for
the guide, Jan Mitchell-Sherrill
and Craig Hardesty, studies estimate that one in six college students is gay, lesbian or bisexual,
yet information regarding the
living environment for these individuals is often unavailable.
"While the presence, role and

acceptance of these students has
received much attention in recent years, there is no resource
by which students can judge the
climate on the nation's schools,"
Mitchell-Sherrill and Hardesty
said.
Responding to this problem,
the authors conducted the survey
among several thousand students
and groups nationwide associated with the National Gay and
Lesbian Task Force and attempted to give an accurate depiction
of how the various institutions as
well as the surrounding communities view homosexuality.
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MORE THAN A NAME...

Rosenberg said Unlveristy
students who qualify to be questioned for the project consume
alcohol at least four times a
month, have a valid driver's license and have access to a car.
Those who participate will be
asked to share experiences from
both their drinking and their
driving past.
"It's a qualitative study that is
designed to help us learn more
about what's going on with college students in terms of their
drinking history and their driving history and drinking and
driving," Rosenberg said.
Kulick, head interviewer for
the project, is a second-year
graduate student studying clinical psychology. He said one of
the goals of the project is to educate the students.
"I expect that we will find that
drinking and driving does in fact
occur and that there are perhaps
alternatives to driving after
drinking that may not have
occured to students," Kulick
said. "One of the goals of the
project is to educate other
students about some of those
alternatives."
Rosenberg said he hopes to use
the answers to the questions
asked to design a prevention
program. In order to create the
program he needs students that
qualify to volunteer.
Those who fit the requirements, but are under the legal
drinking age are also being asked
to participate In the project.
"What we're interested in is
'what's the normal behavior'?"
Rosenberg said. "Even students
who are not of age are drinking
and are perhaps faced with
drinking and driving situations."
Rosenberg said names of the
students will be kept confidential.
"We're really strict about confidentiality. We don't put their
names anywhere on the data
sheet," Rosenberg said. "Other
than signing a form of consent,
we dont even want to know their
name."
All students who participate
will sign a consent form to inform them of their legal rights.
Kulick said those who participate will benefit from the experience.

»Full Time Commitment
< Service to County Residents
• Continued Hard Work
SUES COMMITMENT:
• Fiscal responsibility
• Crime prevention
• Family standards and values
• Economic development
• Quality education
• Senior citizens concerns
• Youth opportunities
Paid tor by the Wynn tor Commissioner Campaign: Jackie Shatter, Treasurer.
18510 Pemberville Road. Pemberville. Ohio 43450

"Participating in the project is
not only a way for students to
learn more about their own
drinking and driving, but it Is
also a chance for them to educate
other students." Kulick said.
The project is being funded by
two grants. A grant from Louis
Katzner, dean of the graduate
school of psychology, is supporting Kulick's involvement. A
small grant from the Psychology
Department allows each student
interviewed to receive $5.
Students interested In participating in the study should contact Rosenberg or Kulick at
372-2540.
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Associate professor receives BGSU views conference
Faculty Scholarship Award University
Chairwoman wins
accolades due to
research regarding
reflective thinking
By Julie Hamilton
The BC News

Research on reflective thinking has won a University professor the Faculty Scholarship Award. An associate professor
won The Faculty Scholarship Award for her research on reflective thinking.
Patricia M. King, chairwoman
of the Department of Higher Education and Student Affairs, is a
leading scholar who has published extensively. She was given
the award in September.
The Faculty Scholarship A
ward in the College of Education
and Allied Professions is a $1,000
award given out every three
years. Candidates are only
judged on what they have done in

Honorary
receives
'superior'
recognition
By Genell Pavellch

The BC News
The University's chapter of
Beta Alpha Psi, the national accounting honorary, received recognition recently as a superior
chapter.
The accolade is the highest award presented by the national
organization to a campus chapter.
In order to achieve superior
chapter status, the organization
had to fulfill different requirements on a point system. The
group had to earn a certain number of points to receive the recognition.
Larry Kowalski, faculty adviser of the accounting honorary,
said the group has been involved
in various activities including
professional meetings, conventions, tutoring accounting students, providing accounting services for the Greater Toledo Easter Seal Telethon and preparing
tax returns for senior citizens.
"Superior chapter is recognition for hard work done," Kowalski said.
Chapter President Jeff Kelley
said the honor is also good for the
University.
Because of the honor, the organization received money to award two $500 scholarships to award to students in the organization.
Interested accounting students
can Join the group if they meet
certain requirements. The honorary accepts students who
maintain at least a 3.0 GPA in
their upper level accounting
classes.
Students wanting to join can
pledge the honorary for one semester and then become active in
the group.
Kowalski said he encourages
interested students to get involved in the organization.
"While attending these events,
students are getting to meet
professionals in an informal situation," he said. "It is also good
for networking."
Kelley agreed that joining the
honorary can have many benefits
for students.
"The field of accounting is
very public related - you are
interacting with clients and other
professionals," he said. "Getting
involved In Beta Alpha Psi helps
develop that professionalism for
students."
Kowalski said it is the students
who benefit from getting involved in the group.
"It is good to have extracurricular Involvement that helps to
enhance the academic program,"
he said.
The University's chapter of
Beta Alpha Psi has about SO
members, half of whom are active and half who are new
pledges. There will be another
pledge drive for interested students In January.

the previous three years.
"We judge the candidates on
four criteria," said Les Sternberg, dean of the College of Education and Allied Professions.
Criteria which must be met include individual research and the
research's impact on the field, originality of the research, evidence of peer judgement and
scholarly reputation.
Last spring King's book, titled
"Developing Reflective Judgement: Understanding and Promoting Intellectual Growth and
Critical Thinking in Adolescents
and Adults" was published. She
also edited a liberal education
journal about reflective judgement that came out in 1992.
"It was a busy three years. It
was the culmination of a lot of
things," King said. "The book
was actually a 15-year process. It
was a thrill [to see the book published]."
King's book studied three
groups of students starting in the
mid-1970s and the study lasted 10
years. King and her co-author,

Karen Strohm Kitchener, studied
the students' development in
their reflective thinking process.
"We were watching changes in
their reasoning," King said. "It
was a slow, steady process of
watching them go from thinking
one-dimensionally to thinking
broader with more depth and
focus."
King's research specialty is in
the reflective thinking. She said
she wants to find ways to encourage reflective thinking in students.
"What we can do is instill curiosity," said King. "Reflective
thinking doesn't just happen in
the classroom. It takes place
everywhere."
Steinberg said King's work is
broad-based.
"Her work is basically on the
cutting edge," Stemberg said. "It
has an impact on a wide variety
of areas."
King said her research in reflective thinking is an ongoing
process that she plans to continue.

participates
in national
discussion
By Angelica D. Huesca
The BG News

The University and about 75
other colleges will participate
in a live, nationwide video conference Friday to find ways to
improve race relations in the
classroom.
The conference, titled
"Teaching about Racism: Tools
and Strategies" will take place
at 1 p.m. at Old Dominion University in Virginia. University
students, faculty and staff will
be able to participate in the
conference via satellite from
113 Olscamp Hall.
The Office of Multicultural
Affairs and The People for Racial Justice Committee are
local co-sponsors of the event.
Jack Taylor, assistant vice

president for Multicultural Affairs, said he believes racism is
one of the major significant
social problems confronting
the United States today.
"Racism is indeed one of
America's significant social
problems and affects all aspects of our society," Taylor
said. "Therefore it is imperative that institutions of higher
education involve themselves
in providing the origins and
consequences of race and racism in American society."
The conference will provide
an opportunity for all educators to find ways they can help
to build racial harmony and
better address issues of race in
all levels of teaching.
"Non-minority educators
probably feel uncomfortable
with teaching about race and
racism," Taylor said. "Hopefully this workshop will equip
them with the educational
techniques and strategies to
comfortably and directly address the issues of race and racism within the classroom setting."

The conference will feature
Louise Derman-Sparks, author
of "Anti-Bias Curriculum:
Tools for Empowering Young
Children" and Lecia J. Brooks,
of The National Conference of
Christians and Jews. Brooks is
a producer and coordinator of
programs that promote racial,
ethnic and inter-religious understanding.
Discussion topics will include the characteristics of anti-bias/anti-racist curriculum,
a five-step model for integrating the curriculum into the
classroom setting and how to
apply anti-racist education
strategies across the curriculum and across age groups.
There will also be a panel
leading an open discussion following the video conference.

The conference is targeted at
educators of all levels including administrators such as
principals and superintendents. Students enrolled in education programs at colleges
and universities are also welcome to an end.

Computer resume ROTC students win awards
system available
By Tracy Todd
The BG News

University
students have
new option
forjob search
By Joshua Mossing
The BG News

University students who are
beginning their job search
have a new option for preparing their resumes, in addition
to the Resume Expert program available at Career
Planning
and Placement Services.
C
a
reer/Net is a
new computer res u m e
system produced by
I/Net, Inc.
Jim Hemphill, vice president
for marketing, said students
may enter over 100 different
kinds of information to create
' a resume profile.
"These resume profiles are
placed on a CD-ROM disk and
sent to employers," Hemphill
said. "We guarantee that we
get that CD-ROM disk to
10,000 employers, including
Fortune 500 companies."
Hemphill said that Career/Net benefits both students and employers.
"Career/Net allows the students to record any piece of
information they want, more
than they could put on a normal resume," he said.

The software will allow employers to find information
quickly and easily, Hemphill
said.
"It will revolutionize the
way people are employed," he
said
The Career/Net software,
which is only available to students, costs $99.95 plus $4.95
shipping and handling. Students may update their profiles twice on the program.
A second option for students
at the University is the Resume Expert software.
Using Resume Expert, students create their resumes by
filling in windows of information, according to Jo Arm Kroll,
Director of Career Planning
and Placement Services
Resume Expert, which costs
$20, contains 17 different sections of information. The
system also contains built-in
help menus to assist the student.

Bursar bills are no longer a
problem for several University
students.
Thanks to the Air Force, 11
University students have
received full-ride scholarships.
The awards consist of full tuition, full room and board, complete coverage for text books and
an extra $150 a month.
"This national level scholarship is highly competitive and
Bowling Green did really well,"
said Carter Genson, a unit from
the ROTC. "A couple of years ago
we had only one or two people
qualified receive the scholarship,
this year everyone who applied
was qualified."
The scholarship is based on a

Jim Hemphill
vice president for marketing

"When employers come to
us with a job opening, we can
tell them which students and
alumni meet the criteria for
their job," Kroll said.
Planning and Placement
Services receives notice of
about 10,000 job openings each
year, according to Kroll.

guarantees them a four-year job
starting at $24,000," Captain
Andy Nagley said.
Between the recipients' sophomore and junior years, they
must attend a four-week training
camp during the summer. The
camp follows the pattern of a
mini-boot camp, Genson said.
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2.5 GPA for technical majors and
a 3.0 GPA for non-technical
majors, as well as community
service, physical fitness and the
AFQT, the Air Force version of
the ACT.
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Volleyball squad
blows by Rockets
By Jamie Schwaberow
The BC News

The BC Ncwi/Rou Wcltnzcr

Bowling Green's JoElle Danda (9) digs a shot during the Falcons 15-0,15-9 and 15-1 victory over the
Toledo Rockets Wednesday night at Anderson Arena.
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- Dedicated Community Leader with a
Proven Record of Unselfish Service
■
■
■
■
■

Past President of the Chamber of Commerce
Past President of the Exchange Club
Past President of the Wood County LINK
10 Year Member of the Elks
8 Years Volunteer Santa in Bowling Green

"BAILEY MEANS BUSINESS"

7BRILEY
WOOD COUNTY RUDITOR
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The final score easily tells the
whole story as the Falcon volleyball team manhandled the Toledo
Rockets In straight sets Wednesday night at Anderson Arena.
The Falcons,
winning in
straight sets
(15-0,15-9,15-1)
dominated the
whole match as
the Rockets
just seemed to
crumble under
BG's tenacious
play.
Van DeWalle
From the
start of the match it was apparent that the Falcons were in control. BG scored nine points before finally giving up its serve to
the Rockets, who played timidly
throughout the first game.
"We weren't really challenged
that much. Toledo struggled in
passing and struggled to keep the
ball in play," head coach Denise
Van De Walle said. "They played
really timid and made a lot of unforced errors."
Van De Walle said UT had an
off-match, considering it was
coming off a big victory over
Miami - a team that has beaten
the Falcons twice this season.
She was however pleased with
BG's play.
"I am very pleased with the
way we performed tonight," Van
De Walle said. "Any time that
you can beat a team ISO and 15-1
in a match - you have to be doing
a lot right."
The match, which did not count
in the Mid-American Conference
standings, was a step toward bettering the Falcons' overall record. It also installed confidence
in the team before heading to Akron and Kent State this weekend
"We had to look at this match
as preparation for Akron and
Kent," Van De Walle said "It's
got to be a tune up. With this kind
of win you have to think that
we'll be ready to practice for this
weekend."
BG's balanced offensive attack
enabled Van De Walle to play
every member of the team for
the second-straight match.
The team had it's best hitting
percentage of the year at .329
surpassing the old mark of .300.

The Falcons were led by cocaptains Carlyn Esslinger and
Jessica Andrasko. Esslinger with
a match-high 12 kills and 0 errors
hit .600. Andrasko followed with
5 kills and 0 errors in 11 attempts
for a .455 percentage.
"I think we were really prepared and that the cards were all
on our side," Esslinger said. "It
was just great to be out there,
because it was so much fun."

"I am very pleased
with the way we
performed tonight.
Anytime that you can
beat a team 15-0 and
15-1 in a match -- you
have to be doing a lot
right."
Denise Van DeWalle
BC head coach
Among the reserves that
shined for the Falcons were
freshman Wendy Watkins and
Kelly Woodring who each connected on powerful serves that
fell for aces. Watkins, besides
recording three service aces,
also led the team in assists with
14.
Woodring, not seeing playing
time until the last set, collected
two aces in a row after instantly
entering the game.
"Coach Van De Walle has
helped me to have more confidence in my game lately and Jodi
Olson, the starting setter, has
been helping me out a lot in practice too," Watkins said.
The win improves BG's overall
record to 12-10 as it remains in
fourth place, one win behind
Miami in the MAC conference
standings.
"I will get them refocused, because this is a big win," Van De
Walle said. "Now we need to prepare specifically for Akron and
Kent."
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Latta in Wood County
The Blade strongly endorses Bob Latta for
Wood County Commissioner.
"Mr. Latta is a hard
working public
servant...(he has)
wide experience in
politics and in
meeting people and
solving their
problems... We
support his
candidacy strongly."

! BOB LATTA
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Puckheads
make trip
memorable
You are about to enter
another hockey dimension.
A dimension not seen by
many mortals.
The dimension you have
entered is the UIC Pavilion.
Unlike most hockey
arenas in the CCHA, which
are nestled in quaint, treelined areas, the UIC Pavilion is located in the heart
of a major city. However,
the heart of Chicago is as
filthy as the heart of a chain
smoker.

The streets that surround
it are marred with burnedout houses and the faces of
destitute people. In most
CCHA cities the streets are
occupied by prodigious
townhouses and the gleeful
eyes of an underage drunk.
But Chicago is different
and is definitely the Windy
City, as I found out when
the car door blew open and
hammered the side of another car. I calmly expressed my sorrow while
watching the hulking driver
growl under his breath.
The UIC Pavilion is one of
the best arenas in the
league. Unlike the BG Ice
Arena, the Pavilion has individual seats and a modern
electronic scoreboard. My
writing colleague, Christian, our trusted tote boy,
Dan and I ventured to the
ticket booth and learned
that in Chicago it takes a
foreign language degree in
order to hold a job.
Remembering the reading passages from Dos
Mundos, we tried to explain
to the ticket booth woman
we needed our press passes.
After conjugating our
verbs "nos andamos" (we
walked) over to the press
entrance. Upon entering we
went to find the press box,
which had been commandeered by Sportschannel
Chicago. To which one of
the few UIC fans exclaimed, "Yeahhh - Sportschannel."
As we took our seats below the Sportschannel garrison, we settled into a long
night of terrible hockey and
duck calls. But five minutes
into the game our press
pass shields were knocked
aside by a family of four,
loyal Flame fans. This presented such a problem that
we moved one row down
without causing any ruckus
among the Flame faithful.
The faithful were inspired by the cheerleaders
who danced and manipulated their pom poms to
the Pearl Jam-esque sounds
of the six-man UIC pep
band.
These were not the only
sounds that filled the Pavilion. Across the ice, a banner hung which proclaimed
See PUCKHEADS, page seven.
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SKI TRIP INFO. MEETINGS

I

Ski in COLORADO over Christmas Break!
Find out details at the info, meeting
DATE: November 3rd
TIME: 9:00 pm
WHERE: 113 Business Administration
For info, call the UAO office at 372-2343
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PUCKHEADS—
Continued from page six.
the home of the "UIC Puckheads."
The Puckheads consisted
of 12 strapping UIC students armed with duck calls
and inflatable dolls. They
flanked the arena sending
these calls bellowing in the
air. So I pulled out old Bessie and fired a couple
rounds up into the rafters,
but no game fell down upon
the ice.
The duck calls were
interuppted by periodic
referee beatings. Our eyes
caught the Puckheads tossing the inflatible "ref" high
into the air and laughing as
he came crashing down
onto the seats.
I assume the Puckheads
were inspired by the great
music that played that
night. I can honestly say
that in all my years of
watching hockey I have
never heard Jimi Hendrix
at a game. "Crosstown
Traffic" even brought out
the raspy voices of the reporters.
Later, we heard The
Doors, Lenny Kravitz and
Marky Mark. Imagine The
Funky Bunch singing the
Canadian anthem at the
Stanley Cup and having no
idea where Canada is.
Sorry, Freddy and Frieda,
you are still the cheesiest
mascots in the midwest.
The Flames mascot was a
dragon whose costume did
not resemble the twisted
creation of a high-school
home economics student
gone mad.
The dragon even had a
refreshing attitude. He
casually laughed at an innocent little boy who shot
the puck wide during the
intermission festivites.
Pat Murphy is a junior
journalism major and
sports writerfofthe News.

Rypien to start Sunday
for injured Testaverde
By Chuck Melvln
The Associated Press
BEREA, Ohio -- Mark Rypien
was working with the first string
but banged-up Vinny Testaverde
also did some light work with the
Cleveland Browns on Wednesday.
Testaverde, who has been
forced to leave each of the last
two games because of head injuries, is listed as doubtful for the
Browns' game Sunday against
New England. Coach Bill Belichick has already said Rypien
will start.
"I'd love to play," Testaverde
said. "I want to play. I think it's
best for me that I don't, so I can
get back to 100 percent, and best
for the team, because that way
Mark can get the reps in practice."
Testaverde said it's too early to
tell whether he'U be in uniform
and available for emergency
duty Sunday.
"We'll see as the week goes
on," he said. "It would be premature for me to say right now."
Testaverde sustained a mild
concussion when he was sacked
by Cincinnati's Dan Wilkinson
two weeks ago. He was knocked
dizzy again Sunday in Denver
when he was sandwiched between Broncos Simon Fletcher
and Harald Hasselbach.
Rypien finished both games.
Testaverde still seemed dazed
and in pain when he spoke with
reporters after the Denver game
but was sharp and in good spirits
Wednesday. Tests proved "that I
have a brain in my head," he said,
smiling. "People have questioned
that at times."
He said doctors have given him
a clean bill of health.
"I need to let my head rest so
this doesn't keep happening," he
said. "They think it [the second
injury] might have been related
I to the first one], but there's no
way they can be 100 percent
sure.

Men's tennis team
finishes with win
ByGarrettWalkup
The BG News

The men's and women's tennis teams wrapped up the
autumn leg of their schedule
last weekend. The men finished undefeated in their dual
matches this season beating
DePaul Saturday in Chicago
4-3 in their only head-to-head
match.
While the team is done for
the fall, five players will be
competing in the ITA Rolex
Mid-West Qualifier in Madison, Wis. Nov. 4 to Nov. 7.
Four singles and two doubles
teams are in the top 96 in the
Mid-West and will be making
the trip.
Totaling up the statistics for
the men, BG finished first in
its own Falcon Invitational the
beginning of September, second at the Eastern Michigan
Invitational and ninth out of 17
squads at the Ball State Tournament, beating several Big
Ten teams.
Andrew Bonser, Mark Ciochetto, Joel Terman, Adam
Tropp and Seth Demling will
be heading to Madison for the
Falcons. If they win, they go to

Scoreboard
Mid-American
Football
AP photo/Mark Duncan
League
Overall
Cleveland's Vlnny Testaverde (left) will take a back seat to quarterW L T W L T
back Mark Rypien (light) ID Sunday's game against the New England
8 1 0
Bowling Green 6 0 0
Patriots.
Central Mich.
I 0
1 I
Toledo
"I've never experienced any- don't even know the extent of his.
Western Mich.
2 0
thing like this in my career. I feel confident with the results I
Ball Stale
_
That's why they feel a week off got back from the doctor."
Miami
will do me good, and I'll be able
MOM ft DAD LATELY? Kent
to come back 100 percent."
Eastern Mich.
Retirement isn't yet a conOhio
sideration. Repeated concussions
Akron
forced former Chicago and PittsSaturday's Games
burgh running back Merril Hoge
Bowling Green at Kent
to retire last month.
Ball State at Miami
"I don't think my Injury was to
Akron at Eastern Michigan
the extent that Merril's was,"
Toledo at Central Michigan
Testaverde said. 'To be honest, I
Ohio at Western Michigan

Dallas in February for the
national finals.
"DePaul was a big win for
us," head coach Dave Morin
said. "We knew it would be
close and we beat a good
team."
The women's team also finished its fall schedule last
weekend against DePaul, but
lost 4-3 at Keefe Courts. The
Falcons ended with a dual
match record of 3-2 this fall.
Three players had inconsistent playing time. Senior captain Erin Bowbeer just started
playing two weeks ago due to
back injury, junior Patty Bank
has had limited practice time
and senior captain Kassie
Hembree has not been in the
line-up the last three matches.
Two team members qualified for the women's Rolex
Mid-West in East Lansing,
Mich. Sophomore Cindy Mikolajewski will be playing singles and she and Bank will be
playing doubles.
The two teams are now done
until January when they start
their winter indoor schedule
and then thev begin their MAC
spring matches.
Big West
Football
League
Overall
W L T W L T
Nevada
4 0 0
UNLV
4 0 0
SW Louisiana 4 I 0
Pacific
3 I 0
Northern Illinois 2 3 0
New Mexico St. I 2 0
San Jose St.
I 2 0
Utah State
I 3 0
LouisanaTech 0 4 0
Arkansas State 0 4 0
Saturday's Games
Northern Illinois at Arkansas State
UNLV at SW Louisiana
New Mexico St. at San Jose St.
East Washington at Utah State
Pacific at Oregon Stale
Northwestern State at Louisiana Tech
Nevada at Fresno St.

ATTENTION SENIORS

4?

C?

O

Senior Portaits are underway!
Check your letter from the studio
for your pre-appointed sitting time.
Call The KEY at 372-8086 or stop by 28 West Hall.
Hours are 10a.m.-l p.m.; 2-6 p.m. daily

Classifieds
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CAMPUS EVENTS

ALL NUDE
(not really)

IPC CLUBmeeting tonight at
7:30 pm in roomlOS BA. Our
speaker will be Suzanne Sopa of
BGSU's Alumni Development
Center I
Allarewelcomel

ATTENTION OOK APPLICANTS
It hss come to our attention that some applications turned In tor Omlcron Delta Kappa membership were not received. II you
turned In an application and wish to confirm whether H has been reviewed, please
call Rsnss it 352-5213.
ATTENTION ODK APPLICANTS

IPC CLUB IPC CLU8 IPC CLUB
BGSU Men's Chorus
Hoi TuB-A-Thon
Today -Sat.--Un.on Oval

' Attention Education Majors '
Want to meet people in your major?
Come to Karaoke Night at the Bowl N
Greenery on Thure. Nov. 3 from 6:30-11:30
Comejoui the fun!
Earthday T-shirts on sale
in the Math Science Bido..
$5.00 each Proceeds will go
to help save the Buckeye Basin.
"'Into the Streets'"
Kick-oH is coming!" Saturday
Nov. 5 from 9am - ipm m Kohl Hall.
Check ads in Thursday A Friday's
papers. Get eioted and see
you on Saturday!'!
'"Into the Streeis""
Atncan People's Association
Meeting in Tart Room. Union
4pm. Sat Nov 5.
Members & potential members
encouraged to attend
ATTENTION STUDENTS
Do you want to listen to
Good Time Oldies while you
dme m a campus cafeteria?
Tell them to tune in to
FALCON RADIO
WFAL680AM
Bowlmg Green Public Relations Organization
Client meeting scheduled for 7pm Nov. 3- m
Rm. 102 BA. If interested in getting REAL eapenence working for a client, plan to attend
C.A.R.E ATHON IS COMING'
CARE-A-THON IS COMING!
C.A.R.E.-A-THONISCOMINGI
C.A.RE-A-THON iSCOMINGi
CA.R.E.-A-THON IS COMING'
NOVEMBER 11-12
FrTNESS EQUIPMENT EXPO
Student Recreation Center
Oct. 31 -Nov. 4
Stop in anytime to try the latest
in fitness equipment!

FREE'FREE'FREE■FREE'FREE
Campus Expressions
Tonight, from 6 30 - 11:30pm. in the
Bowl 'N Greenery. come join the
Prevention Center and OSEA at
Campus Expressions This week KARAOKE
comes to BGSU. Come daim your
15 minutes of fame at
Campus Expressions tonight III
FREE ' FREE ' FREE ' FREE ' FREE
Journalism 300 applications are
now available m 3 • 9 West Hail
Deadline: Dec 16.1994.

Ms
CATERING
3 53 - 2 27 7

LAGALAGALAGALAGA
The Lesbian and Gay Alliance Meets Tonight
n the United Christian Fellowship Center.
The UCF is located on the corner o( Thurstm
ind Ridge, near MacDonald West.
. AGA IS OPEN TO THE ENTIRE UNIVERSITY
including faculty and grad-students, be (hey
Gay. Lest»an, Bisexual or Supporting Heterosexuals.
LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA
PERSONALIZED GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
The deadline lor placing orders for Personadzed Graduation Announcements lor December Commencement is November 7. 1994. Orders may be placed at the gift counter in the
University Bookstore.

LOST & FOUND
-LOSTA Cannon Underwater Camera
Last seen Saturday night.
Sentimental Value
•REWARD'
Call: Andrea at 352-9625
FOUND - Men's Silver Watch
at Green Meadows Apts. on 10/30
Call 353-1075
LOST: Black Camera with Clear
shutter. Last seen on Thursday Oct. 13th
If you have it or lound any cameras.
Please call 372-5393. Very valuable Reward

SERVICES OFFERED

Pregnant' We can help.
Free & confidential pregnancy tests,
support and information.
BG Pregnancy Center.
Caii354HOPE.

BG's only fireside dining restaurant.
Daily specials, outlets, homemade
soups A deserts. Pagliai's 945 S. Man.
Bowling Green Public Relations Organization

WALT DISNEY WORLDI
NOW HIRING FOR SPRING SEMESTER
MUST ATTEND MEETING:
TUESDAY. NOV. 8TH
7:30 PM-1007 BABLDO.
Quest lone: 2-2451
WALT DISNEY WORLOI
WALT DISNEY WORLDI

CAMPUS ESCORT SERVICE
We are always looking
lor new volunteers.
Applications are available
at our office m the Commons.

Campus Expressions
Tonight, Irom 8:30 -11:30 pm, in fie
Bowl "N Greenery, come jom the
Prevention Center and OSEA at
Campus Expressions. This week KARAOKE
comes to BGSU. Come claim your
15 minutes of fame at
Campus Expressions tomghlllll

Happy Birthday Susan!
Love Tara
Happy Hours M-F 4-7 Campus Poltyeyes.
Discounted Beers & 2-4-1 Snacks - including
BG's Best Breadswks 440 E Court
HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA
the Special Events Committee
along with RSA
presents
TOM GORMAN AND PARALLAX VIEW
Thursday. November 3,1994
9:30 pm until approx. 1130pm
mtheHonorsCer.ter.
ICE BEER NIGHT AT BRATHAUS
WED. & THURS. ALL NIGHT
ALSO LONG ISLAND ICE TEA
FORSLOO

ALL NUDE
(not really)

ATTENTION ALL MAJORS:
You can appeal your on campus parking tickets If you have read the parking rules and regulations and still believe you have mitigating
cifcum stances, appeal your ticket within 21
days to 405 Student Services Student Court
will represent you.
ATTENTION SHOPPERS
Do you like listening to
Country Music while waiting
m long lines at Chily's?
Let them know want you want to hear
FALCON RADIO
WFAL680AU

Pop Quiz: URO is Showing the Hottest
Action Film of the Year.

1-4 Subleasers for spacious 2 bdrm. apartment. Near campus, available tor Spring.
S385/month • gas. Call: 352-2139. leave
message.
Female Roommate Spring *95
$224/mo. includes util.
Close to campus.
Call soon! 352-1686
FEMALES - Want your own room? Want a
study room? Want to study in front of the lire
place? CALL USI Room avail. No subleasing
hassles.SiSO'mo 354-7864.
HELPl I have been hired for an internship ft
must fmd 1 lemale non-smoker to sublease
Spring *95' Roommates are great, apt. close to
campus. $i50/mo. *uOl.
Call Lisa: 354-3157
Help1 I'm transferring and I need someone to
live with my 3 wonderful roommates. Females
please Call Teresa 352-2396.

INTRAMURAL PRACTICUM OPPORTUNITIES: APPLICATIONS FOR SMD AND REC
MAJORS ARE AVAILABLE FOR SPRING
SEMESTER. PICK UP APPLICATIONS IN 130
FIELD HOUSE. DEADLINE IS NOVEMBER
11.1994.

"Reebok Body Walk"
the Energizing Fitness Walk
begin5Novamb«T4th
Turns. IThurs. Noon - 1pm
Meet atSRC gazebo
372-7482 for more info.
Sponsored by SRC and
Student Wellness Center

What is 'The Last Song?'
Find outThursday . 9:30pm
in the Honors Center.

WANTED
FASHION MERCHANDISING ASSOCIATION
'Campaign lor Fashion'
FREE Fashion Show
Nov. 6.1994 2:00pm NE Commons

PERSONALS

BGSU Men's Chorus
HotTub-A-Thon
Today-Sat.-UnionOval

UAO SKI TRIP INFO. MEETING UAO
Ski in Colorado over Christmas Break. UAO is
organizing a trip to Steamboat Springs,
Colorado. For details, come to an into, meeting
on Nov. 3 at 9:00pm in 113 BA. For more mfo.
call UAO at 372-2343.
UAO SKI TRIP INFO MEETING UAO

Client meeting scheduled for 7pm Nov. 3 m
Rm. 102 8A. II interested in getting REAL o<
penence working lor a client. plan to attend.

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: MEN'S ft
WOMEN'S SWIM MEET - NOV. 16; MEN'S ft
WOMEN'S 3 PLAYER BASKETBALL - NOV.
17; MEN'S A WOMEN'S TRACK ft FIELD p NOV. 30. PICK UP ENTRY FORMS IN 130
FIELD HOUSE. ALL ENTRIES DUE BY 4:00
PM ON DUE DATE.

Resumes. Reports. Term Papers. Exams or
Thesis Papers typed neatly and Quickly. 5 yrs.
exp. and reasonable rates. Call 354-7138.

TOM GORMAN
and
PARALLAX VIEW
Thursday 9:30 pm -11:30 pm
m the Honors Center
brought to you by
HSA and RSA

Lambda Chi Alpha
RB.andJ.R..
Saturday <s the big day.
Get ready (or the expenence
of a lifetime1 Hope you're
hungry tor a big slice ol
Delta Pi.

Sublease Spring *95
507 E. Merry. 2 bdrm. apt, furnished
Very nice, dose to campus.
Call 353-5119
Subleaser Needed
F subleaser needed for Spring 95.
1 bedrm appt.on3rdSt. $168/mo.
354-7214
Subleaser needed lor spring.
Rent Negotiable. Nice place.
Call 352-0470.

Hmng commission drivers.
Flexible hours. Campus Pollyeyes
440 E Court -352-9638
Looking lor X-mas Money?
Then come join GBSCO Telemarketing Service
We olfer you:
-Weekly Paycheck
-Own Schedule
-Hourly rate and commission
Come m and apply M-F alter
4pm at 1i3N.Main.
National cneerleading company hiring a fulltime program director (permanent position),
and summer instructional staff. College or high
school cneerleading expenence necessary
CalM-600-332-4337
NFO RESEARCH, INC.
JOB OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE
Would you be interested in working lor and
growing with one ol the largest marketing
research firms in the country?
NFO gathers information and opinions about a
variety of consumer products and services. We
conduct computer assisted telephone interviews speaking with NFO panelists nationwide.
There is absolutely no selling involved!
NFO oilers telephone interviewers:
"Starting wage ol $5.25 per hour 'Benefits
'Flexible evening ft weekend shifts 'Weekend
shift differential 'Pay lor performance incentives "Advancement opportunities
We are 20 miles north nght off 1-75 at 2700
Oregon Road in Northwood lor information and
to complete an employment application.
NFORESEARCH.INC.
IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.
Now hiring at Uptown/Downtown
Coat check girls, Bartenders and Floor walkers. Apply in person between 9-iOpm. Monday through Friday in Downtown
Our company is looking for individuals who
want to gain management experience next
summer. Earn $6,000 - $10,000 per summer.
The ea-ly bird gets [heworm '-800-887-1960
STUDENT TRAVEL SALESI Sunchase Tours
is seeking ambitious sales reps to promote ski
and beach trips for Spring Break l95l Earn cash
and free trips. Call loday: 1 -600-SUNCHASE.
The Apple Tree - Spnng Meadows - Hmng
Part-time/Seasonal Sales person. Must
have flexible schedule. Apply 11-4 M-F.
Wanied'H
Individuals and Student OrganizaDons to Promote SUING BREAK OS Earn substantial
MONEY and FREE TRIPS. CALL INTERCAMPUS PROGRAMS
1-800-327-6013

>l

Subleaser Needed: Spring/Summer "95
1 person efficiency apt. $245/month
Call and leave message: 353-1508

Your Big.
Grant

II ■

HELP WANTED
ORGANIZATIONS!" Don't miss your chance
to be in the 1995 Key Yearbook. Time is running out. Call 372-6066 for details. Ask lor Kristin or Sarah.
SPRING BREAK-Nassau/Paradise Island.
Cancun and Jamaica from $299. Air, Hotel,
Transfers. Parties and Morel Organize small
group ■ em FREE trip plus commissions1 Call
1 BOO 822-0321.
Start looking lor your
SUMMER JOB NOWIM
"How to Find Your Own Co-op"
only TWO sessions left!
Thurs., Nov. 10th. 3:30pm OR
Thurs.. Nov. 17rh. 4;00pm
300 Student Services Bldg.
Sponsored by Co-op: 2-2451

Si 500 wkfy. mailing our circulars!
No experience required! Begin Now!
For info, call 202-296-8935.
—SPRING BREAK 95"*
America'a 11 Spring Break Company)
Cancun. Bahamas, Daytona ft Panama!
110% Lowest Pnce Guarantee. Organize 15
friends and TRAVEL FREE! Earn highest
commissions' (800) 32-TRAVEL

Think you were ticketed untalrly?
Appeal your on-camput parking tickets in 405
Student Services. If you were parked correctly
or have mitigating circumstances and were
ticketed anyway, you have a case' Appeal
those tickets with Student Court'

AA CRUISE SHIPS HIRING!
EARN BIG $$S • FREE TRAVELI
(Caribbean. Europe. etc<) No Exper. Nee. Staff
needed for busy Holiday/Spnng/Summer
seasons. GUARANTEED SUCCESSI Guide.
(919) 929-4398 EXT. C3039
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT.
Students Needed!
Fishing Industry. Earn up to $3,000 • $6,000
plus per month. Room and boa/dl Transportation! Male or Female. No experience nec«sary. Call (206) 545-4155 ext A55441.
Childcare in my home. Hours: 7 30 • 5:30 M-F.
Starling immediately. 2 children. Mult have
references, own transportation and love kids.
Call evenings between 7-lQ 353-5120
Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home. All materials provided. Send SASE to P.O. Box
10075, Olarhe.KS 66051.

IF YOU WANT TO MAKE
IT IN THE REAL WORLD,
SPEND A SEMESTER
IN OURS.
Walt Disney World Co. representatives will be on campus to
present an Information session for Undergraduate Students on
the WAXT DISNEY WORLD Spring '99 College Program.

FOR SALE
#1 Awesome Spring Breahl
Early Sign-up Specials! Bahamas Party Cruise
6 Days J279! Includes 12 Meals a 6 ParMsl
Cancun ft Jamaica $439 Air From Columbus!
I-BOO 676 6386
«1 Awesomel
Spnng Break Early Specials! Panama Ciry
Oceanview Room With Kitchen A Free Bus To
Bars %■?■• Oaytona (Kiichensl $IS9I Cocoa
Beach Si S91 Koy Wesl $229' 1 -800-676-6386
77 Dodge Van. Custom Interior
Newly rebuilt motor, new tires
much more. IISOMrm. 435-4510
'87 Cadillac Sedan Deville. 50.000
actual miles Very good condition.
Leather interior. Loaded. $6950.
875-6882
For Sale: Gemeinhardt Rule $250.
Armstrong Piccalo $275. Good Condition.
Must sell. Call Debbie 354-5612.
IBM COMPATABIE 386 SX laptop with an external monitor DOS 6.0. Windows 3.1 and
much more. $650 Call Scon al 354-2714.
MACINTOSH Computer. Complete system
including printer, only $500.
Call Chris at 800-289-5685
Smith-CoronaW.P.$175
Radio CD Flayer $75
RCA VCR (new| $200; ask lor Marci 354-7512
Stationary exercise bike. Pro sport 575 SE.
auto power, electronic read out. like new; $100
0bo. MustselM354-2527

FOR RENT

215 Easi Poe Rd.. 1 Bdrm. ft Studios
Available starting January 2nd
Semester or Yearly Rates
3535800. Mecca Mgml.

353-032S' Cd-ty Rentals
Subleasing available 2nd Semester.
Close to campus. Call todayl
Fox Run Apt. lor sublease for
Spring 1995. Washer/dryer, 2 bedrooms
11/2 bathrooms, very nice. $700Vmonth

call 352 6053
SPRING SUBLEASER WANTED
(Male or Female)
Rent Best Oftet
Location: 2nd Street
Own Room
Call: 353 0268

ffi

|-Joward's club|-|

WANTEDII
Subleaser needed lor Spring Semester '95.
Quiet, dean efficiency. Apt. dose ID campus.
$220.00 mo. A utilities induded. If interested.
call 352-2902.

352 - 9951

TONIGHT....

MEN WITH
FIRE

WANTED: Subleasers for Spring ■«
2 bedroom Apt. We are graduating in December and are willing to negotiate1'! Call Nelson or
Jeff for more into: 353-9396

Model Sale
Finished Samples
50% oh"
See ad In today's paper
The French Knot

TOM GORMAN
LIVE I
UNPLUGGED
Thursday, Nov .3
9:30 pm -11 30 pm
in the Honors Center
sponsored by RSA and HSA

GAIN VALUABLE SALES EXPERIENCE!
The BG News is looking lor an Account Executive Irom Jan. '94 - Dec. '95:
•Work 20hrsAvk
'Sell and Service own Account si
'Avrg. $400'mo commission
'Make valuable contacts in the field
'Greater employment potential
after graduation.
Must be: Sale onented, dedicated, easy going
and have a desire to learn. Must have own car.
Call 372-2606 for more details or stop by 204
W. Hall for an application.

'Pool

»Vidco Games

*Ping Pong

•Pinball

THIS WEEK AT THE

COLLEGE OF MUSICAL ARTS
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL THE MMAC BOX OFFICE AT
372-8171 OR THE MUSIC CONCERT HOTLINE AT 372-1

TICKETED EVENTS
FRI-SAT / NOV 11 -12 / 8 PM / KOBACKER HALL

BOWLING GREEN OPERA THEATRE: ALBERT HERRING
TICKETS ON SALE FOR THE NOVEMBER 18 FESTIVAL
SERIES PERFORMANCE BY THE KING'S SINGERS
FREE EVENTS

THUR / NOV 3 / 12:30 PM / BRYAN RECITAL HALL
FAS: BOWUNG GREEN BRASS QUINTET
THURS / NOV 3 / 8 PM / BRYAN RECITAL HALL
CLASSICAL GUITARS
FRI / NOV 4 / 8 PM / BRYAN RECITAL HALL
FALL WIND ENSEMBLE CHAMBER WINDS
SUN / NOV 6 / 4 PM / BRYAN RECITAL HALL
FAS: JOHN BENTLEY, OBOE
TUE / NOV 8 / 6 PM / BRYAN RECITAL HALL
ELECTRIC GUITARS
WED / NOV 9 / 8 PM / BRYAN RECITAL HALL
FAS: JEFFREY LYMAN, BASSOON

l
I

s

THURS / NOV 10 / 11:30 AM / BRYAN RECITAL HALL
GUEST ARTIST: CHERYL MARSHALL, SOPRANO
THURS / NOV 10 / 8 PM / BRYAN RECITAL HALL
TUBA AND EUPHONIUM ENSEMBLE

©

FAS: FACULTY ARTIST SERIES
MOORE MUSICAL ARTS CENTER BOX OFFICE OPEN WEEKDAYS
NOON-6 P.M. CALL 372-8171 OR 800/589-2224 FOR TICKETS

flsQtDpsDo 0sE0[j][iDa MOflmagQiS

Insrniews wtl be Wednesday, November 9.
P.B. sad aquaiics-rciated majors are
erjooursfed so attend. All majors welcome.
For more IMMssWOOsl contact

Also Tonight in The Gish Film Theater
at 9:00pm a Free Showing of
"The Defiant Ones"

CoopexatKr Education Office
373-2451

VrtxldCo,
rm+form* re* o/atea- asm
OM I III laaayeffcf

MOORE MUSICAL ARTS CENTER ■

WHERE IS YOUR HAT?
You Can Learn A Lot From A
Dummy.
Buckle Your Safety Belt.

:

